
UK health system director admits it was all a lie: hospitals blamed deaths on
“covid” to create the ILLUSION of a pandemic

Description

UK: A former end-of-life caretaker from Great Britain has come forward to blow the whistle 
about how authorities at the United Kingdom’s National Health Service (NHS) blatantly lied 
about covid deaths in order to inflate the covid numbers as part of the psy-op plandemic.

While previous to covid there were four different types of pneumonia that comprised the primary cause
of death in the UK, that number was reduced to zero after the “pandemic” was declared, we now know.
Instead, a newly implemented Medical Examiner System for death certifications instructed medical
personnel to categorize all pneumonia deaths as “covid,” which is how the covid death numbers
eventually grew into the millions both in the UK and all around the world.

“Sai,” as the whistleblower is calling himself or herself, tweeted a personal account of what took place
at the NHS after covid was publicly announced. Suddenly, just about every type of respiratory ailment
leading to death was being lumped into the “covid” category, which is how and why the death figures
soared.

“When four different diseases [are] grouped and now being called covid-19, you will inevitably see
covid-19 with a huge death rate,” Sai revealed. “The mainstream media was reporting on this huge
increase in covid-19 deaths due to the Medical Examiner System being in place.”

“Patients being admitted and dying with very common conditions such as old age, myocardial
infarctions, end-stage kidney failure, haemorrhages, strokes, COPD and cancer etc., were all now
being certified as covid-19 via the Medical Examiner System.”

(Related: The FDA and CDC also lied about covid deaths to artificially pad the numbers and create a
fake “pandemic.”)
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NHS hospitals switched back and forth between new system
and old as it suited the covid agenda

The old system of categorizing deaths did not completely go away, Sai explained. It was still around for
hospitals to use “when they pleased,” according to the account, though when “covid” deaths needed to
be increased, “the hospital would switch to the Medical Examiner System.”

Further, hospitals were incentivized to report “covid” deaths over regular deaths with cash payments
from the government, meaning cash payments from taxpayers.

“I have no doubt in my mind that the government has planned the entire pandemic since 2016 when
they first proposed the change to medical death certification,” Sai further noted about the scam.

As of this writing, Sai’s entire Twitter thread containing these revelations is still available if you would
like to peruse it yourself. This is bombshell information, so have a look.

The Exposé has also published a more in-depth timeline of events surrounding what took place starting
in 2016 to get the ball rolling in recategorizing future deaths as “covid” deaths once the “pandemic” was
officially launched on the world stage.

There are 81 bullet points in that timeline that come directly from Sai’s revelations about the matter.
Fortunately for him or her, he or she was “very blessed and lucky” to simply walk away from the NHS
once this all became apparent, rather than continue to participate in the scam any further.

“I’ve been able to speak out, because my hands are not tied and I am not regulated by any
organisation or governing body,” Sai wrote. “I believe in speaking the truth and in doing so, I am only
just an instrument for God.”

“I joined the NHS, 12 years ago because I had the desire to help those in need but the moment I
realised that I was not doing this anymore, was the time for me to walk away.”

by: Ethan Huff
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https://twitter.com/TheOriginalSai/status/1614332319111970816

